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Abstract
The problem of computing periodicities with K possible mismatches is studied. Two main
de,nitions are considered, and for both of them an O(nK logK + S) algorithm is proposed
(n the word length and S the size of the output). This improves, in particular, the bound
obtained by G. Landan and J. Schmidt in 1993 (Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Symposium
on Combinatorial Pattern Matching, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 684, Springer,
Berlin, Padova, Italy, pp. 120–133). Finally, other possible de,nitions are brie<y analyzed.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Repetitions (periodicities) play a central role in word combinatorics [18,4]. On other
hand, repetitions are important from the application perspective. As an example, their
properties allow to speed up pattern matching algorithms [9,8,5].
The problem of e@ciently identifying repetitions in a given word is one of the
classical pattern matching problems [6,24]. A tandem repeat or a square is a pair of
consecutive occurrences of a subword in a word. For example, baba is a tandem repeat
in word cbacbabacba. Since the beginning of 80s [7], it is known that checking whether
a word contains no tandem repeat (or is square-free) can be done in time O(n). If
one wants to ,nd all tandem repeats, their number comes into consideration. Word
an contains O(n2) tandem repeats. If we restrict ourselves to primitive squares (i.e.
subwords uu where u is not itself a repetition vk for k¿2), then a word may contain
1 This work has been done during 1 year stay at Loria during 2000–2001.
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O(n log n) of them and this bound is tight. All primitive squares can be found in time
O(n+S) where S is their number [14,25,12], hence in time O(n log n) in the worst case.
In [13,12], we studied maximal repetitions (see also [19,20]). Those can be viewed
as maximal runs of squares [11,25], i.e. series of squares of equal length with contigu-
ous start positions. For example, bcbacacacaab contains a maximal repetition acacaca
which is a succession of four squares: acac, caca, acac, caca. Thus, the set of maxi-
mal repetitions can be regarded as an encoding of all tandem repeats in the string. We
showed [13] that this encoding is more compact in the worst case, as there are only
O(n) maximal repetitions in words of length n. Moreover, all of them can be found in
time O(n) [12].
Recently, searching for repetitions in a string received a new motivation, due to the
biosequence analysis [10]. Successive occurrences of a fragment often bear an important
information in DNA sequences and their presence is characteristic for many genomic
structures (such as telomer regions for example). From a practical viewpoint, satellites
and alu-repeats are involved in chromosome analysis and genotyping, and thus are of
major interest to genomic researchers. Thus, diJerent biological studies based on the
analysis of tandem repeats have been performed (see [27] as an example), and even
databases of tandem repeats in certain species have been compiled [17].
The major di@culty in ,nding biologically relevant repetitions in genomic sequences
is a certain variation that must be admitted between the copies of the repeated subword.
In other words, biologists are interested in approximate repetitions and not necessarily
in exact repetitions only. Finding approximate repetitions is the subject of this paper.
The simplest notion of approximate repetition is an approximate tandem repeat
which is a subword uv where u and v are within a given distance k and the distance
measure could be one of those usually used in biological applications, such as Hamming
distance or edit distance. The problem of ,nding approximate tandem repeats for both
these distances has been studied by Landau and Schmidt [15]. They showed that in case
of the Hamming distance (respectively, edit distance), all approximate tandem repeats
can be found in time O(nK log(n=K)+S) (respectively, O(nK logK log n+S)), where S
is the number of repeats found. Several other approaches to ,nding approximate tandem
repeats in DNA sequences have been proposed in the bioinformatics community—some
of them use a statistical framework [1,2], some require to specify the size of repeated
motif [3,21], some use a very general framework and have to make some heuristic
,ltering steps to avoid exponential blow-up [23].
This paper deals with ,nding approximate repetitions using exact combinatorial meth-
ods of string matching. We focus on the Hamming distance case when the variability
between repeated copies can be only letter replacements. An important motivation is to
de,ne structures encoding families of approximate tandem repeats, analogous to max-
imal repetitions in the exact case. In Section 2, we de,ne two fundamental structures
which we call globally-de=ned approximate repetitions and runs of approximate tan-
dem repeats. In Section 3, we show that all globally-de,ned approximate repetitions
can be found in time O(nK logK+S), where S is their number. In Section 4 we show
that the same bound holds for runs of approximate tandem repeats: all of them can be
found in time O(nK logK + R), where R is their number. The latter result implies, in
particular, that all approximate tandem repeats can be found in time O(nK logK + T )
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(T their number), improving the O(nK log(n=K)+T ) bound of [15] for the most inter-
esting case of small K . Finally, in Section 5 we introduce two other possible notions
of approximate repetitions and give a brief analysis of their properties.
2. K -mismatch globally-dened repetitions and runs of K-mismatch tandem repeats
Quoting [1], one di>culty in dealing with (approximate) tandem repeats is accu-
rately de=ning them. Intuitively, approximate repetitions are speci,ed by authorizing
some number of “errors” between repeated copies. Usually (in genomic applications
at least), two types of errors are considered—letter replacements and indels (letter
insertions=deletions). To each set of allowed errors is associated a transformation dis-
tance between two words, de,ned as the smallest number of errors that should be
made to transform one word to another. If replacements only are allowed, this yields
the classic Hamming distance, de,ned as the number of mismatches between the two
words; if both replacements and indels are permitted we get the edit distance (known
also as Levenstein distance).
In this paper, we consider the case of Hamming distance, i.e. the only allowed type
of “errors” will be letter replacements. However, even in this simpler case, diJerent
notions of approximate repetitions can be thought of. Here we introduce two of them,
other de,nitions will be discussed in Section 5.
We start by recalling brie<y some facts about exact repetitions. The period of a word
w[1 : n] is the minimal natural number p such that w[i]=w[i+p] for all 16i; i+p6n.
The ratio n=p is called the exponent of w. A repetition is any word with the exponent
greater or equal to 2 [13]. A tandem repeat, or a square, is a word which is a catenation
of another word with itself. Equivalently, a tandem repeat is a repetition, the exponent
of which is an even natural number. In the case when the exponent is equal to 2, the
tandem repeat (square) is called primitive. The following proposition is well known
(see [18]).
Proposition 2.1. A word r[1 : n] is a repetition of period p6n=2 if and only if one
of the following conditions holds:
(i) r[1::n− p]=r[p+ 1::n], and p is the minimal number with this property,
(ii) any subword of r of length 2p is a tandem repeat, and p is the minimal number
with this property.
When considering repetitions as subwords of a bigger word, the notion of maxi-
mality turns out to be very useful: a repetition is maximal iJ it cannot be extended
(by one letter) to the right or left without changing the period. Formally, given a
word w[1 : n] and a subword w[i::j] which is a repetition of exponent e¿2, this rep-
etition is called maximal if the period of both w[i::j + 1] (provided that j¡n) and
w[i − 1::j] (provided that i¿1) is strictly larger than e. For example, acaabaababc
contains repetition (tandem repeat) aabaab which is not maximal, as the a which
follows it respects the periodicity. On the other hand, aabaaba occurs as a maximal
repetition. Maximal repetitions were studied in [20,13,12,25].
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We now turn to de,ning approximate repetitions. Similar to the exact case, the
basic notion here is the approximate tandem repeat. Assume h(·; ·) is the Hamming
distance between two words of equal length, that is h(w1; w2) is the number of mis-
matches (letter diJerences at corresponding positions) between w1 and w2. For example,
h(baaacb; bcabcb)=2.
Denition 2.2. A word =′′′, such that |′|= |′′|, is called a K-mismatch tan-
dem repeat iJ h(′; ′′)6K . Reusing the terminology of the exact case [12], we call
p= |′|= |′′| the period of , and words ′; ′′ the left and right root of , respec-
tively.
We now want to de,ne a more global structure which would be able to capture “long
approximate periodicities”, generalizing repetitions of arbitrary exponent in the exact
case. As opposed to the exact case, Conditions (i)–(ii) of Proposition 2.1 generalize
to diJerent notions of approximate repetition. Condition (i) gives rise to the strongest
of them.
Denition 2.3. A word r[1 : n] is called a K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetition of
period p; p6n=2, iJ h(r[1::n− p]; r[p+ 1::n])6K .
Equivalently, r[1 : n] is a K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition of period p, if the
number of i such that r[i] =r[i+p] is at most K . For example, abaa abba cbba cb is a
2-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition of period 4. abc abc abc abd abd abd abd abd is a
1-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition of period 3 but abc abc abc abb abc abc abc abb
is not.
Another point of view, expressed by Condition (ii) of Proposition 2.1, considers
a repetition as an encoding of squares it contains [11,25]. Projecting this to the ap-
proximate case, we come up with the notion of run of approximate tandem repeats:
Denition 2.4. A word r[1 : n] is called a run of K-mismatch tandem repeats of pe-
riod p; p6n=2, iJ for every i∈[1::n − 2p + 1], the subword =r[i::i + 2p − 1]=
r[i::i+p− 1]r[i + p::i + 2p− 1] is a K-mismatch tandem repeat of period p.
Similarly to the exact case, when we are looking for approximate repetitions occur-
ring in a word, it is natural to consider maximal approximate repetitions. These are
repetitions extended to the right and left as much as possible provided that the corre-
sponding de,nition is still veri,ed. Note that the notion of maximality applies to both
de,nitions of approximate repetition considered above: in both cases we can extend a
repetition to the right/left as long as the obtained subword remains a repetition accord-
ing to the considered de,nition. Throughout this paper we will be always interested
in maximal repetitions, without mentioning it explicitly. Note that for both notions of
approximate repetitions de,ned above, the maximality requirement implies that if
w[i : j] is a repetition of period p in w[1 : n], then w[j+1] =w[j+1−p] (provided j¡n)
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Fig. 1. Maximal K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition.
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Fig. 2. Maximal run of K-mismatch tandem repeats.
and w[i − 1] =w[i − 1 + p] (provided i¿1) 2 . Furthermore, if w[i : j] is a maximal
globally-de,ned repetition, it contains exactly K mismatches w[l] =w[l+p]; i6l; l+
p6j, unless the whole word w contains less than K mismatches (to simplify the
presentation, we always exclude this latter case from consideration).
Fig. 2 illustrates the de,nition of (maximal) run of K-mismatch tandem repeats, and
Fig. 1 that of (maximal) K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions.
Example 2.5. The following Fibonacci word contains three runs of 3-mismatch tandem
repeats of period 6. They are shown in regular font, in positions aligned with their
occurrences. Two of them are identical, and contain each four 3-mismatch globally-
de,ned repetitions, shown in italic for the ,rst run only. The third run is a 3-mismatch
globally-de,ned repetition in itself.
010010 100100 101001 010010 010100 1001
10010 100100 101001
10010 100100 10
0010 100100 101
10 100100 10100
0 100100 101001
1001 010010 010100 1
10 010100 1001
2 For one type of repetitions de,ned in Section 5 this implication will not hold, and we will add this
condition explicitly.
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K_mismatch globally_defined repetitions
run of K_mismatch tandem repeats
w
Fig. 3. Extension relation.
In general, each K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition is a subword of a run of
K-mismatch tandem repeats. On the other hand, a run of tandem repeats in a word is
the union of all globally-de,ned repetitions it contains. We say then that the notion
of run of K-mismatch tandem repeats extends that of K-mismatch globally-de,ned
repetition (see Fig. 3).
However, a run of tandem repeats may contain as many as a linear numbers of
globally-de,ned repetitions with the same period. For example, the word (000 100)n
of length 6n is a run of 1-mismatch tandem repeats of period 3, which contains (2n−1)
1-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions. Below is another example.
Example 2.6. The following run of 1-mismatch tandem repeats of period 4 contains
eight 1-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions, shown below in positions aligned with
their occurrences.
0000 1000 1100 1110 1111 1111 0111 0011 0001 0000
0000 1000 1
000 1000 1100 11
00 1100 1110 111
0 1110 1111 1111
1111 1111 0111 0
111 0111 0011 00
11 0011 0001 000
1 0001 0000
It is easily seen that the run can be iterated and therefore this gives another example
of a family of runs containing a linear number of globally-de,ned repetitions.
In general, the following observation holds.
Lemma 2.7. Let w[1 : n] be a run of K-mismatch tandem repeats of period p and
let s be the number of mismatches w[i] =w[i + p]; 16i; i + p6n (equivalently,
s=h(w[1::n−p]; w[p+1::n])). Then w contains s−K+1 globally-de=ned repetitions of
period p.
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Note that both notions can be criticized as for their relevance to practical situa-
tions. An obvious property of runs, as shown by Example 2.6, is that the repeated
pattern can change completely along the run regardless the value of K . For exam-
ple, aaa aba abb abb bbb is a run of 1-mismatch tandem repeats of period 3, although
three-letter patterns aaa and bbb have nothing in common. On the other hand, globally-
de,ned repetitions put a global limit on the number of mismatches and therefore may
not capture some repetitions that one would possibly like to consider as such, in par-
ticular repetitions of big exponent where the total number of mismatches can exceed K
while the relative number of mismatches remains low. However, these two structures
are of primary importance as they provide, respectively, the weakest and strongest no-
tions of repetitions with K mismatches, and therefore “embrace” all practically relevant
repetitions. In what follows we propose e@cient algorithms to ,nd both those types of
repetitions.
3. Finding K-mismatch globally-dened repetitions
In this section we describe how to ,nd, in a given word w, all maximal K-mismatch
globally-de,ned repetitions occurring in w (K is a given constant). Our algorithm
extends, on the one hand, the one for exact maximal repetitions [20,12] and on the
other hand, generalizes the one of [15] (see also [10]) by using a special factorization
of the word to speed-up the algorithm.
To proceed, we need more de,nitions. Consider a globally-de,ned repetition r=
w[i::j] of period p in a word w[1 : n]. w[i::i + p − 1] is called the left root of r
and w[j − p + 1::j] its right root. r is said to contain the character w[l] iJ i6l6j,
and is said to touch w[l] iJ r contains w[l], or contains one of characters
w[l− 1]; w[l+ 1].
We assume we ,xed a minimal bound p0 for the period of repetitions we are looking
for. For example, p0 can be taken to be K+1 having in mind that if a period p6K is
allowed, a tandem repeat of length 2p with no common characters between the left and
the right root would fall under the de,nition. This is a purely pragmatic assumption
which does not aJect the method nor the complexity bounds.
Our ,rst basic technique is described by the following auxiliary problem: Given a
word w[1 : n] and a distinguished character w[l]; l∈[2::n − 1], we wish to ,nd all
K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions in w which touch w[l]. We distinguish two
disjoint classes of repetitions according to whether their right root starts to the left or
to the right of w[l]. We concentrate on repetitions of the ,rst class, those of the second
class are found similarly.
For each p∈[p0::l− 1], and for all k∈[0::K], we compute the following functions:
LPk(p) = max{j | h(w[l− p::l− p+ j − 1]; w[l::l+ j − 1])6 k}; (1)
LSk(p) = max{j | h(w[l− p− j::l− p− 1]; w[l− j::l− 1])6 k}: (2)
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Informally, LPk(p) is the length of the longest subword in w starting at position l−p
and equal, within k mismatches, to the subword of the same length starting at l.
Similarly, LSk(p) is the length of the longest subword ending at position l−p−1 and
equal, within k mismatches, to the subword ending at position l− 1. These functions
are variants of longest common extension functions [15,10] and can be computed in
time O(nK) using su@x trees combined with the lowest common ancestor computation
in a tree. We refer to [10] for a detailed description of the method.
Consider now a K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition r of period p which has
its right root starting to the left of w[l]. Note that character w[l − p] is contained
in r, and that r is uniquely de,ned by the number of mismatches w[i − p] =w[i];
i¿l, contained in r. Let k be the number of those mismatches. Then
LPk(p) + LSK−k(p)¿ p: (3)
Conversely, (3) can be used to detect a repetition. The following theorem holds (see
[15,10]), which is a generalization of the corresponding result of [19,20] for the exact
case.
Theorem 3.1. Let w[1 : n] be a word and w[l]; 1¡l¡n, a distinguished character.
There exists a K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetition of period p which touches w[l],
and has its right period starting to the left of w[l], i@ for some k∈[0::K],
LPk(p)6 p; (4)
and inequation (3) holds. In this case, this repetition starts at position l−p−LSK−k(p)
and ends at position l+ LPk(p)− 1.
Inequation (4) ensures that the right root starts to the left of w[l].
Theorem 3.1 provides an O(nK) algorithm for ,nding all considered globally-de,ned
repetitions: compute longest extension functions (1) (2) (this takes
time O(nK)) and then check inequations (3), (4) for all p∈[p0::l−1] and all k∈[0::K]
(this takes time O(nK) too). Each time the inequations are veri,ed, a new repetition is
identi,ed.
To ,nd the repetitions with the right root starting to the right of w[l], functions LP
and LS have to be de,ned symmetrically: LPk(p) should be de,ned as the biggest
j such that h(w[l + p + 1::l + p + j]; w[l + 1::l + j])6k, and LSk(p) as the biggest
j such that h(w[l + p − j + 1::l + p]; w[l − j + 1::l])6k. Then inequation (3) indi-
cates the presence of a repetition. Similarly, those repetitions can be found in time
O(nK).
The algorithm solving the auxiliary problem described above will be referred to as
Algorithm 1. Its pseudo-code is shown below.
The second important tool is Lempel–Ziv factorization used in the well-known com-
pression method. Let w be a word and assume that the last symbol of w does not
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occur elsewhere. In this paper, we need two variants of the Lempel–Ziv factorization,
that we call with copy overlap and without copy overlap 3 .
Algorithm 1 Computing all K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions in w
touching a distinguished character
Input: word w[1 : n], position l; 1¡l¡n
Output: all K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions in w which touch w[l]
{Find those repetitions which have their right root starting to the left of
w[l]}
1: for all p∈[p0::l− 1]; k∈[0::K], compute longest common extension
functions LPk(p); LSk(p) de,ned as in (1), (2)
2: for p=p0 to min{n− l+ 1; n=2} do
3: for k=0 to K do
4: if LPk(p) + LSK−k(p)¿p and LPk(p)6p then
5: output a K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition starting at position
l− p− LSK−k(p) and ending at position l+ LPk(p)− 1
{Similarly, ,nd those repetitions which have their right root starting to the
right of w[l]}
Denition 3.2. The Lempel–Ziv factorization of w with copy overlap (respectively
without copy overlap) is the factorization w=f1f2 : : : fm, where fi’s are de,ned
inductively as follows:
• f1=w [1],
• for i¿2; fi is the shortest word occurring in w immediately after f1f2 : : : fi−1
which does not occur in f1f2 : : : fi other than in su@x (respectively, does not occur
in f1f2 : : : fi−1).
As an example, the Lempel–Ziv factorization with copy overlap of the word
aabbabababbbc is a|ab|ba|bababb|bc; the factorization without copy overlap is
a|ab|ba|bab|abbb|c. Both variants of Lempel–Ziv factorization can be computed in
linear time [22,10]. If w=f1f2 : : : fm is the Lempel–Ziv factorization, we call fi’s
Lempel–Ziv factors or simply factors of w. The last character of fi will be called the
head of fi.
We are now ready to describe our algorithm for ,nding all K-mismatch globally-
de,ned repetitions. Consider the Lempel–Ziv factorization with copy overlap of w.
The algorithm consists of three stages. The rst stage is based on the following two
lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. The right root of a K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetition cannot con-
tain as subword K + 1 consecutive Lempel–Ziv factors.
3 The s-factorization used in [20,12] is a minor modi,cation of the Lempel–Ziv factorization with copy
overlap. The diJerence is that the s-factorization considers the longest factor occurring earlier, while the
Lempel–Ziv factorization considers the shortest factor which does not occur earlier (see [10] for a related
discussion). In this paper, we use the Lempel–Ziv factorization which better suits our purposes.
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Proof. Each factor contained in the right root contains a character mismatching the
one located one period to the left. Indeed, if it does not contain a mismatch, it
has an exact copy occurring earlier, which contradicts the de,nition of factorization.
As the right root contains at most K mismatches, it cannot contain K + 1 or more
factors.
We divide w into consecutive blocks of K+2 Lempel–Ziv factors. Let w=B1 : : : Bm′
be the partition of w into such blocks. The last character of Bi will be called the head
character of this block. At the ,rst stage, we ,nd, for each block Bi, those repetitions
which touch the head character of Bi but do not touch that of Bi+1. First, concentrate
on those of such repetitions with the right root starting before the head character
of Bi.
Lemma 3.4. Assume a K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetition r touches the head
character of Bi but not that of Bi+1. Then |r|¡2|BiBi+1|.
Proof. Lemma 3.3 implies that the right root of r cannot start before the ,rst character
of Bi. Therefore, the period of r is bounded by |BiBi+1|. On the other hand, by the
argument of the proof of Lemma 3.3, r cannot extend by more than a period to the
left of Bi. Therefore, the total length of r is bounded by 2|BiBi+1|.
Lemma 3.4 allows us to apply Algorithm 1: Consider word wi=vBiBi+1, where v is
the su@x of B1 : : : Bi−1 of length |BiBi+1|. Then ,nd, using Algorithm 1, all repetitions
in wi touching the head character of Bi and discard those which touch the head character
of Bi+1. The resulting complexity is O(K(|Bi|+ |Bi+1|)).
After processing all blocks, we ,nd all repetitions touching block head characters.
Observe that repetitions resulting from processing diJerent blocks are distinct. Summing
up over all blocks, the resulting complexity of the ,rst stage is O(nK). The repetitions
which remain to be found are those which lie entirely within a block—this is done at
the next two stages.
At the second stage we ,nd all repetitions inside each block Bi which touch factor
heads other than the block head (=head character of the last factor of the block). For
each Bi, we proceed by simple binary division approach:
(i) divide current block of factors B=fifi+1 : : : fi+m into two sub-blocks B′=fi : : :
fm=2 and B′′=fm=2+1 : : : fi+m,
(ii) using Algorithm 1, ,nd the repetitions in B which touch the head character of
fm=2, but discard those which touch the head character of fi+m or contain the
,rst character of fi,
(iii) process recursively B′ and B′′.
The above algorithm has 	logK
 levels of recursion, and since at each step the word is
split into disjoint sub-blocks, the whole complexity of the second stage is O(nK logK).
Finally, at the third stage, it remains to ,nd the repetitions which occur entirely
inside each Lempel–Ziv factor, namely which do not contain its ,rst character and do
not touch its head character. By de,nition of the factorization with copy overlap (Def-
inition 3.2), each factor without its head character has another (possibly overlapping)
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occurrence to the left. Therefore, each of these repetitions has another occurrence to
the left too. Using this observation, these repetitions can be found using the same
technique as the one of [12]: When constructing the Lempel–Ziv factorization we keep
for each factor wa a pointer to a copy of w to the left. Then processing factors from
left to right, recover repetitions inside the factor from its pointed copy. We refer to
[12] for algorithmic details. The complexity of this stage is O(n+ S), where S is the
number of repetitions found.
The following theorem summarizes this section.
Theorem 3.5. All K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetitions can be found in time
O(nK logK + S) where n is the word length and S is the number of repetitions
found.
The algorithm of ,nding all K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions, referred to as
Algorithm 2, is given below.
4. Finding runs of K-mismatch tandem repeats
In this section we describe an algorithm for ,nding all runs of K-mismatch tandem
repeats in a word.
The general structure of the algorithm is the same as for globally-de,ned repetitions
(Algorithm 2)—it has the three stages playing similar roles. At the ,rst and second
stages, the key diJerence is the type of objects we are looking for: instead of computing
globally-de,ned repetitions we now compute subruns of K-mismatch tandem repeats.
Formally, a subrun is a run of K-mismatch tandem repeats, which is not necessarily
maximal. At each point of the ,rst and second stage when we search for repetitions
touching some head character w[l], we now compute subruns of those K-mismatch
tandem repeats which touch w[l]. This can be seen as outputting by Algorithm 1 only
that part of the globally-de,ned repetition which falls to the interval l−2p::l+2p. The
modi,ed Algorithm 1, referred to as Algorithm 3, is given below.
Algorithm 2 Computing all K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions in w
Input: word w[1 : n]
Output: all K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions in w
1: Compute the Lempel–Ziv factorization with copy overlap w=f1 : : : fm
2: Partition the factorization into blocks of K + 2 consecutive factors;
let w=B1 : : : Bm′ be the decomposition of w into such blocks
{rst stage}
3: for each block Bi do
4: ,nd, using Lemma 3.4 and Algorithm 1, globally-de,ned repetitions
which touch the head character of Bi but not that of Bi+1
{second stage}
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5: for each block Bi do
6: starting from Bi apply the following recursive procedure
7: divide the current block B=fifi+1 : : : fi+m into two sub-blocks
B′=fi : : : fm=2 and B′′=fm=2+1 : : : fi+m
8: ,nd, using Algorithm 1, globally-de,ned repetitions in B which touch the
last character of fm=2, but discard those which touch the head character of
fi+m or contain the ,rst character of fi
9: process recursively B′ and B′′
{third stage}
10: for each Lempel–Ziv factor fj do
11: retrieve all globally-de,ned repetitions in fj which do not contain its
,rst character and don’t touch its last character, from its left copy
(see [12] for details)
A major additional di@culty in computing runs is assembling subruns into runs. To
perform the assembling, we need to store subruns in an additional data structure and
to carefully manage merging of subruns into bigger runs. We have to ensure that the
number of subruns we come up with and the work spent on processing them do not
increase the resulting complexity bound.
The assembling occurs already at the level of Algorithm 3, as subruns found for
diJerent values of k (for-loop at line 3) may overlap or immediately follow each
other, in which case we join them into a bigger subrun (lines 6–7). Similarly, subruns
of tandem repeats with the right root starting to the right of w[l] (case non-shown
in Algorithm 3) may have to be joined with subruns found by instructions 1–7 of
Algorithm 3). We leave out the details of how this is done.
Algorithm 3 Computing subruns of K-mismatch tandem repeats in w
touching a distinguished character
Input: word w[1 : n], position l; 1¡l¡n
Output: all subruns of K-mismatch tandem repeats in w which touch w[l]
{Find those tandem repeats which have their right root starting to the
left of w[l]}
1: for all p∈[p0::l− 1]; k∈[0::K], compute longest common extension
functions LPk(p); LSk(p) de,ned as in (1), (2)
2: for p=p0 to min{n− l+ 1; n=2} do
3: for k=0 to K do
4: if LPk(p) + LSK−k(p)¿p and LPk(p)6p then
5: create a subrun of K-mismatch tandem repeats ending at po-
sitions start(p; k)= max{l + p − LSK−k(p) − 1; l − 1} through
end(p; k)= min{l+ LPk(p)− 1; l+ p− 1}
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6: if k¿0 and end(p; k)6end(p; k − 1) + 1 then
7: merge this subrun with the subrun computed for the previous value of k
{Similarly, ,nd those tandem repeats which have their right root start-
ing to the right of w[l] and thus end in the interval l+ p::l+ 2p}
Below we describe the three stages of the algorithm in more details. We identify a
subrun with the interval of end positions of the tandem repeats it contains. This is a
technical, but important convention, which allows us to express the algorithm in terms
of maintaining, for each period p, a set of non-intersecting intervals corresponding to
subruns of period p found so far.
For the input word w, we compute the Lempel–Ziv factorization without copy over-
lap and divide it into blocks B1 : : : Bm′ , each containing K +2 consecutive Lempel–Ziv
factors. At the rst stage, we ,nd subruns of all those tandem repeats which touch
block head characters. For each block Bi, we ,nd the tandem repeats which touch the
head character of Bi but not that of Bi+1. Let li be the position of the head char-
acter of Bi. Then the subruns of period p found at this step belong to the interval
[li − 1::min{li + 2p; li+1 − 2}]. We call this interval the explored interval for w[li]
and p. For each period, subruns found at this step can be seen as non-intersecting
subintervals of this explored interval. These subruns are stored into a double-linked list
in increasing order of positions. (We leave it to the reader to check out that such a
list can be easily computed by Algorithm 3 by making at each step a constant amount
of extra work.) For p¿(li − li−1)=2 − 1, the explored interval for w[li−1] has to be
merged with the explored interval for w[li], thus forming a bigger explored interval.
Accordingly, the lists of subruns associated with these intervals are merged into a
single list. All additional operations take constant time, and the resulting complexity
of the ,rst stage is O(nK).
The second stage is modi,ed in a similar way. Recall that at each call of Algorithm 3
we are searching for repetitions occurring between some factor head, say w[l′], another
factor head w[l′′], and touching some factor head w[l] (l′¡l¡l′′). Assuming that
recursive calls are executed in a top–down manner (see the description of the second
stage in Algorithm 2), no factor head between w[l′] and w[l′′] has been processed yet.
In this case, the explored interval is [max{l′+2p+1; l− 1}::min{l+2p; l′′− 2}], and
we may have to merge it either with the previous explored interval, or with the next
one, or both. The complexity of the second stage stays O(nK logK).
Note at this point that the algorithm maintains, for each period p, a set of non-
intersecting explored intervals. Each interval is associated with a sequence of successive
head characters w[li]; w[li+1]; : : : ; w[lm] such that lj+1− lj62p+2 for j∈[i::m−1], and
the interval itself is [li − 1::lm + 2p]. Those subruns of tandem repeats which have
been actually found within this interval, are stored in a double-linked list associated
to the interval. When two explored intervals are merged into a bigger one at the ,rst
and second stages, the corresponding lists are concatenated. Furthermore, the interval is
linked to w[li] and w[lm]—the ,rst and the last head characters of this sequence. More
precisely, if w[li] is the ,rst head character of an interval, and p is the corresponding
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period, then w[li] has a pointer to the ,rst subrun of period p found in this interval.
Similarly, if w[lm] is the last head character of an interval of period p, then w[lm] points
to the last subrun of the interval. These pointers are needed, in particular, for merging
explored intervals at the second stage. Note ,nally that storing these pointers, for both
the ,rst and the second stage, can be done within the given complexity bound. The
key observation is that, for a head character w[l], a pointer to the ,rst subrun should
be de,ned only for periods p6(l− l′)=2−1, where w[l′] is the closest head character
to the left of w[l] which has been processed before. Similarly, a pointer to the last
subrun is de,ned only for periods p6(l′′ − l)=2− 1, where w[l′′] is the closest head
character to the right of w[l] which has been processed before. This shows that at each
moment there is only O(n) pointers that need to be stored.
At the third stage, we have to ,nd subruns of those tandem repeats which lie entirely
inside Lempel–Ziv factors. For each period, potential occurrences of these subruns
correspond precisely to the gaps between explored intervals. Thus, the third stage can
be also seen as closing up, for each period, the gaps between explored intervals.
As in the previous section, the key observation here is the fact that Lempel–Ziv
factors without their head character have a copy to the left (here required to be non-
overlapping), and the idea is again to process w from left to right and to retrieve the
subruns inside each factor from its copy. However, the situation here is diJerent in
comparison to globally-de,ned repetitions: we may have to “cut out” from a longer
list a chain of subruns belonging to a factor copy and then to “,t” it into the gap
between two explored intervals. The “cutting out” may entail splitting subruns which
span over the borders of the factor copy, and “,tting into” may entail merging those
subruns with subruns from the neighboring explored intervals. Below we sketch the
algorithm for the third stage, which copes with these di@culties. Algorithm 4 given
below provides a detailed description of the third stage.
Algorithm 4 Third stage of the algorithm of ,nding runs of K-mismatch
tandem repeats
Input: word w[1 : n]; lists of subruns found at the ,rst and second stages
Output: all runs of K-mismatch tandem repeats in w
{activerun(p) is maintained to be the last considered run of period p}
{startingruns(i) is maintained to be the list of runs starting at i}
1: for each position i∈[1::n] do
2: for each run r startingruns(i) do
3: let p be the period of r
4: activerun(p):=r
5: if r is not the last run in its list then
6: let i′ be the ,rst position of the next run in the list
7: add the next run to startingruns(i′)
8: for each factor copy ending at position i do
9: let w[j::i] be this copy and fm the corresponding factor
10: for each period p6(j − i + 1)=2 do
11: if activerun(p) contains tandem repeats inside w[j::i] then
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12: link=merge this subrun of tandem repeats to/with the ,rst subrun of
the explored interval associated with the head symbol of fm
13: currentrun :=the predecessor of activerun(p) in its list
14: while currentrun contains tandem repeats inside w[j::i] do
15: link the subrun of those tandem repeats to the previously copied
subrun in fm
16: currentrun := the predecessor of currentrun in its list
17: link=merge the last processed subrun to/with the last subrun of the
explored interval associated with the head symbol of fm−1
18: else
19: link the last subrun of the explored interval associated with the head
symbol of fm−1 with the ,rst subrun of the explored interval
associated with the head symbol of fm
20: if activerun(p) is the last subrun of the explored interval associated with
the head symbol of fm−1 then
21: let i′ be the ,rst position of the next run in the list
22: add the next run (if any) to startingruns(i′)
23: close up the gap corresponding to fm by merging intervals associated to
the head symbol of fm and the head symbol of fm−1
During the computation of the Lempel–Ziv factorization, for each Lempel–Ziv factor
fi=va we choose a copy of v occurring earlier and point from the end position of
this copy to the head character a of fi. It may happen that one position has to have
several pointers, in which case we organize them in a list. We traverse w from left to
right and maintain the rightmost run, of each period, which starts before the current
position. This run is denoted activerun(p) in Algorithm 4. To this purpose, we also
maintain the following invariant: at the moment we arrive at a position i, we know the
list startingruns(i) of all subruns which start at this position. startingruns is maintained
according to the following general rule: for each subrun starting at the current position,
we assign the starting position of the next subrun in the list (instructions 2–7 in
Algorithm 4). Of course, there may be no next subrun if the current subrun is the last
one in the explored interval. In this case, the starting position of the subrun following
the current subrun will be set at the moment we ,ll the gap after this explored interval
(instructions 20–22).
When we arrive at the end position of a copy of a Lempel–Ziv factor, we need
to copy into the factor all the subruns which this copy contains. Therefore, we scan
backwards the subruns contained in the copy and copy them to the factor (instruc-
tions 11–19). Copying the subruns closes up two explored intervals into one interval,
and links together two lists of subruns, possibly inserting a new list of runs in be-
tween. Copying subruns in the backward direction is important for the correction of
the algorithm—this guarantees that no subruns are missed. It is also for this reason
that we need the copy to be non-overlapping with the factor.
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After the whole word has been traversed, no more gaps between explored intervals
exist anymore. This means that for each period, we have a list of subruns with this
period occurring in the word, which are actually the searched runs.
The complexity of the third stage is O(n + S), where S is the number of resulting
runs. To show this, we make an amortized analysis of Algorithm 4 [26]. Speci,cally,
we show that the total number of iterations of each loop in Algorithm 4 is either
O(n) or O(S). Each iteration of the for-loop at line 2 processes a new run starting
at position i. Therefore there are O(S) iterations of this loop during the whole run.
Each iteration of the for-loop at line 8 treats a copy of a distinct Lempel–Ziv factor.
Furthermore, the number of iterations of the nested for-loop at line 10 is the half of
the length of the corresponding factor. Therefore, the total number of iterations of both
for-loops is O(n). On the other hand, the while-loop at line 14 iterates O(S) times, as
at each iteration it treats a subrun, which becomes a de,nite run at that point. Thus, the
overall time spent by all internal loops is O(n+ S). The main for-loop (line 1) makes
obviously O(n) iteration, and this completes the proof that the whole complexity of
the third stage is indeed O(n+ S).
Putting together the three stages, we obtain the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.1. All runs of K-mismatch tandem repeats can be found in time O(nK log
K + S) where n is the word length and S is the number of runs found.
Once all runs have been found, we can easily output all tandem repeats. We then
have the following result improving the bound obtained in [15].
Corollary 4.2. All K-mismatch tandem repeats can be found in time O(nK logK+S)
where n is the word length and S is the number of tandem repeats found.
5. Other notions of approximate repetitions
K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions limit by K the total number of mismatches,
and therefore provide the strongest notion of approximate repetition. On the other hand,
a run of K-mismatch tandem repeats provides the weakest notion of repetition with
K mismatches, as it imposes only the minimal requirement that every tandem repeat
in such a repetition contains no more than K mismatches. For practical applications,
such as genome analysis, it might be interesting to consider intermediate de,nitions
with respect to the two “extreme” cases. In this section, we introduce two such types
of repetitions and point out very brie<y some of their properties.
One natural way to loosen the notion of a globally-de,ned repetition of period p
is to limit by K the Hamming distance between two subwords of length p or less,
located within any distance which is a multiple of p.
Denition 5.1. A word r[1 : n] is called a K-mismatch uniform repetition of period
p; p6n=2 iJ for every two subwords r[i::i+ j− 1]; r[i+ kp::i+ kp+ j− 1] of r such
that k is any integer and 16j6p, we have h(r[i::i+j−1]; r[i+kp::i+kp+j−1])6K .
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For example, cbca bbca ab is a 1-mismatch uniform repetition of period 4, but
abca abca bc is not since ab at position 1 is at Hamming distance 2 from bc at posi-
tion 9. globally-de,ned repetitions is a weaker notion than K-mismatch globally-de,ned
repetitions: any word from (abcadc)+ is a 1-mismatch uniform repetition of period 3,
whereas none of these words is a 1-mismatch globally-de,ned repetition.
The following technical remark concerning uniform repetitions is important. When
we consider maximal uniform repetition in a word we have to add an additional
condition: w[i::j] is a maximal K-mismatch uniform repetition of period p in w if
neither w[i − 1::j] nor w[i::j + 1] is a K-mismatch uniform repetition of period p and
the following additional conditions hold:
w[i − 1] = w[i − 1 + p]; w[j + 1− p] = w[j + 1] (5)
In contrast to both notions of repetition considered before, inequalities (5) do not hold
automatically for uniform repetitions and should be added explicitly in order to en-
sure, in particular, that every K-mismatch uniform repetition in a word is the union of
K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions containing in it. The following example illus-
trates the situation.
Example 5.2. Consider the following word of length 4p. It contains two maximal
K-mismatch globally-de,ned repetitions of period p starting at position p + 1 and
shown below in regular font. Both of these repetitions are also maximal K-mismatch
uniform repetitions. However, if we do not require inequalities (5) to hold, we obtain
a series of K − 1 “super<uous” K-mismatch uniform repetitions shown in italic.
p
︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 : : : 00 : : : 0
p−1
︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 : : : 0 : : : 0 1
p−K
︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 : : : 0
K
︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 : : : 1
p−K−1
︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 : : : 0
K+1
︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 : : : 111
0 : : : 00 : : : 0 0 : : : 0 : : : 0 1 0 : : : 0 1 : : : 1 0 : : : 0
K−1
︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 : : : 0 0 : : : 0 : : : 01 0 : : : 01 : : : 1 0 : : : 01
: : :
0 0 : : : 0 : : : 01 0 : : : 01 : : : 1 0 : : : 0
K−1
︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 : : : 1
0 : : : 0 : : : 0 1 0 : : : 0 1 : : : 1 0 : : : 0 1 : : : 111
Fig. 4 gives an illustration to the de,nition of maximal K-mismatch uniform repe-
tition. The relationship of uniform repetitions to globally-de,ned repetitions and runs
are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. (i) Any K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetition can be extended to a
(possibly not unique) K-mismatch uniform repetition. Any K-mismatch uniform
repetition is the union of K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetitions it contains.
(ii) Any K-mismatch uniform repetition can be extended to a unique run of
K-mismatch tandem repeats. A run of K-mismatch tandem repeats is the union
of K-mismatch uniform repetition it contains.
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Fig. 4. K-mismatch uniform repetition.
Another possible de,nition of approximate repetition is obtained when one thinks
of it as an “exact repetition with no more than K replacement errors per period”.
This viewpoint is somewhat similar to the one of [23], where a repetition is de,ned
through a consensus such that each repeated motif is within a speci,ed distance from
the consensus.
Denition 5.4. Word r[1 : n] is a K-mismatch consensus repetition of period p; p6
n=2, iJ there exists an exact repetition v[1 : n] of period p such that for any subword
r[i::j] of r such that j − i6p, we have h(r[i::j]; v[i::j])6K .
Example 5.5. Consider the word from Example 2.6. The 1-mismatch consensus
repetitions it contains are shown together with a possible consensus for each of them
shown below in italic.
0000 1000 1100 1110 1111 1111 0111 0011 0001 0000
0000 1000 1100 11
1000 1000 1000 10
000 1000 1100 1110 111
100 1100 1100 1100 110
00 1100 1110 1111 1111
10 1110 1110 1110 1110
0 1110 1111 1111 0111 0
1 1111 1111 1111 1111 1
1111 1111 0111 0011 00
0111 0111 0111 0111 01
111 0111 0011 0001 000
011 0011 0011 0011 001
11 0011 0001 0000
01 0001 0001 0001
The notion of K-mismatch consensus repetition is illustrated on Fig. 5. Similar to
uniform repetitions, consensus repetitions provide an intermediate structure between
globally-de,ned repetitions and runs:
Lemma 5.6. Assume K is even.
(i) Any K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetition can be extended to a (possibly not
unique) K=2-mismatch consensus repetition. Any K=2-mismatch consensus
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p exact repetition of period p 
d(u, u’)>K d(v, v’)<K d(w, w’)>K
b
v
Fig. 5. K-mismatch consensus repetition.
repetition is the union of K-mismatch globally-de=ned repetitions it
contains.
(ii) Any K=2-mismatch consensus repetition can be extended to a unique run of
K-mismatch tandem repeats. A run of K-mismatch tandem repeats is the union
of K=2-mismatch consensus repetition it contains.
Concerning the relationship between uniform and consensus repetitions, it is eas-
ily seen that a K=2-mismatch consensus repetition can be extended to a K-mismatch
uniform repetition. Any K-mismatch uniform repetition can be, in turn, extended to a
K-mismatch consensus repetition. A more subtle relationship between these two notions
require an additional analysis. Designing an e@cient algorithm for ,nding these types
of repetitions remains an additional open problem.
Relations between diJerent notions of repetition, studied in this paper, are summa-
rized on Fig. 6. A solid arrow denotes the extension relation (see Fig. 3 and remark
after Example 2.5), and a <ashed arrow means just that the “source structure” can be
extended to the “target structure”, but not necessarily that a target structure is the union
of the source structures contained in it.
6. Concluding remarks
We proposed O(nK logK + S) algorithms for ,nding K-mismatch globally-de,ned
repetitions and runs of K-mismatch tandem repeats (S the output size). Note that if K
is considered constant, we have O(n+S) algorithms for ,nding each of these structures.
This is an interesting result, which had been long time unknown even for the exact
case [14,25,12].
In the ,nal stage of preparation of this paper, we got known of paper [16]. In this
paper, yet another notion of approximate repetitions is considered, which is weaker than
globally-de,ned repetitions, but stronger than both uniform repetitions and consensus
repetitions. The algorithm presented in [16] runs in time O(nKE log(n=K)), where E is
the maximal exponent of reported repetitions.
The algorithms presented in this paper has been implemented within the mreps
software 4 , specialized in the search of repetitions in DNA data. As expected, the
4 http://www.loria.fr/mreps/.
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K_mismatch consensus
repetitions tandem repeats
runs of K_mismatch
K_mismatch uniform
repetitions
K/2_mismatch consensus
repetitions (K is even)
K_mismatch globally_ 
defined repetitions
Fig. 6. Relations between diJerent notions of repetitions.
implementation turned out to be very e@cient—a sequence of several millions of letters
(typical size of a bacterial genome) is processed within seconds on a regular PentiumTM
computer. The experiments show that a typical run of approximate tandem repeats in a
DNA sequence contains 2–3 globally-de,ned repetitions, and the phenomenon of error
accumulation in runs does not really occur in these data. Our observation is that, in the
case of DNA sequences, runs of approximate tandem repeats provide a notion which
captures well biologically interesting repetitions.
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